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PROPERTIES (W ANTIHATIZP

T. Goldman amd Michael ~rtin Hieto

Theoretical Diviaian, LOB Alamm Hatiomal hboratory

University of California, Lom Alamw, NM 87545, U.S.A.

Quantum gravity is ●t
are no direct tests, for ●ntimatter, of ●ven the principle of equiv~lence. We
note that modern descriptions of gravity, such ●s fibre bundles ●nd higher
dimensional sr-acetimes,allow violations of the commonly stated form oi the
principle of ●quivalence, and of CPT We review both indirect ●rg~ents ●nd
●xperimental tests of the expected gravitational properties of CPT-conjugate
states. We conclude ~hat e direct ●xperimental test of the gravitational
properties of antimatter, ●t the 1% [vi better) level, would be of great value.
We identify sGme ●xperimental reasons which make the ●ntiproton ● prime
candidate for this test, ●bd we strongly urge that sucn an ●xperiment W done ●t
LEAR.

the forefront of modern particle physics, yet th~re
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1. INTROIWCTION

The ●dvent of grand unification has brought quantum gravity to the forefront

of modem par++cle physics theory.
1)

But in fact, only semi-classical gravity has any experimental basis at all.

Classical gravity rests on the E6tv6s-Dicke2,3) tests of the Principle of Equival-

●rice,●nd the Parametrized-Post-Newtoniantests consisting of the advance of the
4)

perihelion of Hercury, the deflection of starlight by the Sun,5) and the

Pound-Rebka red-shift experiment.
6)

The quantum effect of the classical gravit-

●tional potential has beer seen in neutron interferometer experiments as a phase
7)

shift.

Further, there have been no direct tests of the gravitational properties of

antimatter. Iieasuringthe fall of antineutrons, either directly, or by interfer-

ometric techniques, is ●xtremely difficult due tc the large annihilation cross

section. Heasuring cbsrged antiparticle~ would seem even ❑ore difficult due to

the need to screen very small stray electrj.crields. Although kitteborn and

Fairbank succeeded in measuring the gravitatimal acceleration of el~ctrons to

10% in a shielded drift tube,
8)

they could not comFlete their attempt to do this

●xperiment with positrons, due to problems with the sources available.

11. STANDARD THEORETICAL ARGUHENTS

Standard theoretical arguments in quantum field Iheory predict that the

gravitationalproperties of antimatter are identical to those of matter.
9)

The

critical elements of the arguments are CPT synsnetry,so that a f~eld theory may

be constructed, and that the gravitational interacticm is due to the exchange of

spin-2 bosons (with possibly a small spin-O Brans-Dicke component). The cbu~l-

ing of ● particle and of its CPT-conjugate (antiparticle)state t~ gravity then

camot change sign, ●s it depends on even powers of the componerltsof the (antl)-

partlcle four-momentum.

Be this ●- it may, we believe that these ●rgumants beg the queution. in a

10) which reviewed these argumenta, we proposed a1982 PhysictiLetter, “theorists’

experiment”, using ●ntiprotons, to provide an unambiguous test.

There ●re many ●xamples of the value of unambiguous teats of “known’ furlda-

mental principles. Host recently, we haze seen elegant ●xperimental tests, bv

Aspect, of quantum mechanics using Bell’c inequalities, even though the r~sult
3)was “kxloum”.Similarly, f)ickehaa said : “It is clear...that if on~ believes

that 88neraA relativity is ●stablished beyond question by it elegance, beauty,
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●nd the three famous experimental checks, then the E6tv60 ●xperiment has mo

point, for its null result can be derived fr= t%ory. However, if

gravitational theory is to be based on ●xperiment...” We believe that

“gravitational●cceleration of antimatter” =y be substituted for “S6tv6s”

without .Iffectingthe philosophical content of the c~nt.

In fa~t, modern theories of gravity do not even require universality of the

simple fom of tae principle of ●quivalence, namely “inertial Data =

gravitationalmass”. In fi>re bundle theories, the ●ction functional for

gravity usuall;Pappears as a four-dimensional intergral over space of a density

composed of the product of a dimensional constant (derived from Wwton’a

constantj ard the ~calar curvature of apace-time. However, it may also ●ppear as

an integra~ over the scalar product of a generalized (to include the group

degrees of fl-eedom)four-index curvature tensor with itself. In such systems, a

non-trivial torsion aupears in the space-time ❑etric, and the corresponding

gauge field is a curvature tensor with one Index in the group space, and one in

the space-time. Furthewcre, these systems necessarily include ae8rees of

freedom for which the ex~-hange01 thj.sgau8e bason produces an interaction

amplitude of ●xactly tt.e~ame strengt’1as that due to grsviton ●xchange, but

with ~oslte sjgn. Thus, fcr l:hesespecial derees of freedom, at the tree.—

levei, their gravitational nass is identically zero, independent cr their

inertial mash. Fcr a more ccmpl.stedescription,

liacrae.
11)

III. POSSIBLE ~’IOIJTIONSOF ‘HE

sre the series cf papers by

PRINC?PLE Or EQUIVALENCE

F;bre Lundle theories thus V11OW violation of the simple fcrm of th.*?rin-

cipie o~ qt.ivaltince●ve.1when CP”~1s an ●zact aynanetry. But m~t CM be un-

brckea? We ~ere r~minded by Lowel! Brown, in a dtscutiaionnt Los Alamos, that

the CPT theorem has ~ii!.~ been provel ;n locally flat space-times. Set the

higher-dimensionalgravitational theor!.esthat ●rise naturally from

consideration of local supe:syuanetryrequire compac~ifica~ion,●nd hence

●soential cur~ ture, in the ●xtra dimcns;ons. (The more recent suggestions of

gravitational theories based on quantum strin~s exacerbate the problem; th-y are

defined in 26 dimen- sions!) It is cle,~rthat cuch dimensional reduction or

Compactificationmay intrGduce vi~lEtjcn.~of CP7 symnetry.

It is not u,ll-eascnable,then, to spe:ulate that CPT-violation may •v;.~ be

❑aximal in ~ravitational interactions, ●s ?arity violation is in the weak inter-
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●ctioms. That is, we may only think CPT 1s ● good s-try because the gravita-

tional ●ffects which violate it are swamped in the strong and electroweak inter-

●ctions which we do observe. Such a violation ❑ay ●ven be necessary: Banks12)

has recently considered the utility of a T-violation which also violates CPT, in

order to define the “wavefunction of the Universe” within the context of infla-

tionary Universe scenarios.

A simple, mechanical model may give some insight into CPT-violation due to

dimensional reduction. Consider a long, thm tube, where moving along the

length of the tube corresponds to ❑oving in ordinar~ space-time. ?lovmg trans-

versely to this, around the tube, corresponds to motion in the extra, compact-

ified dimension(s). A (two-dimensional)vector field in the higher dimensional

space-time of constant magnitude, and oriented parallel to the length of the

tube, eppears in the ordinary (one-dimensional)space-time as a constant scalar

field value; i.e., a vacuum field value with no physical ❑eaning. Now consider

● positive helicity particle moving along th~ length of the tube, and its CPT-

conjugate state (which is an antiparticle)moving in the same direction but with

opposite helicity. If there is a spit interaction with the (two-dimen- sional)

vector field, it will change the antip~rticle ●nergy oppositely to that for the

particle. In the ordinary space-time, \’esee what appears to be a violation ~f

CP1-invariance.

Of course, we may well ●xpect the efCect to be very small, say on the urder

of the particle mass divided by the Planck scale of the compactified dimensions.

An ●ffect suppressed by 19 orders of magnitlde or so would be very diff].cul~co

see. However, theory can only say that CPT-violation is indeed conceivable, and

therefore, gravitational and inertial massen need not be identical. The actual

size, ●nd the particular true theory, can only be determined ●xperimentally. It

follows that the most direct ●nd unambiguous test should be ❑ade. We believe

this to be ● measurement of the gravitational p~operties of the antiproton. We

cofitinutto be ●nthralled by the possibility thal it is the gravitational i .ter-

●ctian which is maximally CPT-violating.

IV. PREDICTIONS FROM GRAFD Uh~FICATICN

One of the ❑ore populsr grand un~.fiedtheories is the SU(5) model.
13) In

this theory, the positron ●nd electron-antineutrinoare syaanetrypartners to the

ri~t chiral down quark, in the five-dimensional reprcaentation. Thus, we may

say that the positrom is “matter” ●s that is rmposcd ~rimarily of up ●nd down

qurkc. The test of the 8ra#itational ●cceleration of tlectrone by
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8)
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SU(5) theory, is then ● 10% measur~t

Gravitationalproperties of ●ntiutter! Unfortunately, W ~(5) ~~

of tM

8180

predicts that ~rotons decay into positroms ●nd neutral pions with 8 lifetim@

less than ●bout 1032 years,14] 15)
●nd this conflicts with experimental re*ults-

Extenslons of SU(5) can save it, but we cannot draw our conclusions until proton

decay is seen and confirmed tc be consistent with these extensions.

There a=e many alternative grsnd unified theories. A class due to Pati ●nd

Salam16) consi~ts of products of four factors of SU(2n), where n~2. In these

models, the electron is the partner of the down quark, and so th- Wittebom-

Fairbank experiment cannot be said to address the gravitational properties of

antimatter, if one of these ❑odels is found to be correct. Thun, ●lthough it

seemed promising a few years ago, grand unification does not helF us draw a

conclusion on these properties without fuxther ●xperiment.

\7 . LACK OF INDIRECT EKITRIMENTAL EVIDENCE

Given the lack of theoretical guidance noted above, we now ask if there are

any indirect experimental argrments based on fundamental principles which can

say anything about t~e grav~tational acceleration on antimater. The surprising

equality of g and ~ i~ an ingenious one due to

he tho~ght of it ●ven before ‘he violation of CP

the KL is a linear superposition of the KO and ~“,

answer which we give i~, “NO “

a) KO Mesons

A first argument for the

Good.17) IYuchto his credit,

was discovered.

Good observed that since

in an (explicitly assumed) absolute gravitational potential the energy

difference between the KO and ~“ should therefore be 2 0~G. The KL\.ould

instantaneouslyreRener~te some KS, just as it does going through matter. since

it did not (remember, CP violation had not been seen), Good reasoned that this

excluded g # ~.

However, in the light of modern gauge theories, we believe that cn ~ solute

potential is not valid; it is the potential .iifterencethat is importpnt (Think

of a photon crex,tingan e+e- pair in the middle of a cnndelmer. The r~o

particles h e not instantane~uslyseparated, hut mu:?tIWOIVC before t

potential difference is realized.) Indeed (as Good himself recognize.1,we

●mphasize), an absolute potential would lead to the quandry of whether the

●arth’s, Iun’s, galaxy’s, local group’s, or universe’s potential is t!lecorrect
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eme to use. The last is naively of the order of the rest mass of any particle

created and was one of the intuitive base= of the old continuous creation of

matter cosmol- ogy.

b) CPT

If CPT is conserved, then quantum

mat have the saae mass, lifetime, and

●s the corresponding particle. In the

only to [m(p) - m(;)]lam(p)= (7 t 4) x

field theory says that an antiparticle

magneeic moment (but with opposite sign)

case of the antiproton, its mass is known

10-5. T2u~, we think it is very

impo~:ant to improve this number. We encourage the efforts of the group

involving Professor Klapisch and the new proposal by Gabrielse which will be

discussed at this meeting.

The problem for us, however, is how to quantitatively relate a possible CPT

violation with a riolation of the principle of equivalence. This point h?isbeen

magnificently elucidated by Tanner in his talk at this Workshop. Tanner pointed

cxx L!s=?limits on the masses of the K“ and ~“ should not be considered to be

evidence for CPT conservation to order 10-14 to 10-18 (the variation in

numbers involves more-or-less proved assumptions). Rather, such a conservation

■ust be considered on the scale of the interaction involved. Thus, the critical

number here ia the weak scale, or [m(KOl -&)]/[m(KL) - ❑(K~)] : 1.3 Y 10-Z.

This is not a strongly verified conservation principle.

As already mentioned, the similar p~iilthere is, “Even if gravity viclates

CPT maximelly, how could you obtain a measurable effect”” It might well be

beyond ●easure.

c) The E6tv6s-Dicke Experiments and Schiff’s Ar ument

The classic ●xperiments af Ei5tvoa2)and ~,ck that the

gravitational mass (mg) differs frGm the inertial mass (mJ) by less than a part

in 101? (The es~euce of the ●xperiment was that equal “weights” of different

materials on a balance do not rotate, as they would if their inertial masses

were different on the rotating earth.)

Now, in the field cf ●ny ●tom (in particular hydrogen) there is a field

theozy shift of ener~ies due to the “vacuum polarization” or “Uehling

potential”. (See F18. I.j This contributes ● small amount of the total Lamb

shift of 1058 Hhz between the 2s(1/2) and 2p(l12) levels. Now, the aizc of the

vacuum polarization is only AE = -27 Hhz = -1.1 x 10-7eV = -1.1 x 10-16 GeV, or

●n effect of one part in 1918 since ● proton ham a rent ❑ass cf about 1 GeV/c2.

For heavier atoms, the fractional ●ffect it still of this same order of

~gaitude.
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Fig. 1. ‘l%evacuum polarization
diagram In QED,

Fig. 2. The vacuum polarization

diagram in OCDo

Schiff18) argued that there were contributions of antimatter to the total

mass of matter on the order of electron volts, and hence g = -~ was ruled out by

the E6tv6s experiments. However, this &mount is comparable to the contribution

due to binding energy (virtual photons], whereas the vacuum polarization from

which the ●ntimatter (positrons) ●ritiesis a higher order QED correction to the

binding energy, md so should be much smaller. In fact, although Schiff was

careful to pick ● finite calculation of this contribution, he did not subject it

to a (finite) renormalization. Even when higher order corrections are finite,

quantum field theory is now understood ta require such a renormalization. When

this is done, the ●ntimatter contribution in indeed found to be negligibly small

on the scale of Dicke’s test.

d) QCD Uehling Potential

However, there is ● new question ●s to whether the ●nalogue of the Uehling

potential in QCD prnduces ● discernible effect. (See Fi8. 2.) A rou8h 8uess is

that the ant.imat.tcrcontribution might be of order 104 larger because of the

ratio (aE{tr}2where B is the strong coupling constant. However, that is only a

guess. Ther? areposs:ble Uehling effects of the confining part of the QCD
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potential, larger Q2 (squared

is a function of Q2, and that

four-momentum transfer), the fact thmt as itself

much of the ●nergy may be in the bosonic 81uons.

To answer this question one wst do ● very serious calculation.

VI. LACK OF DIRECT EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

After ●ll this, we must ask if direct experiments have said anything. This

time the ●nswer is ● little better, but not ❑uch.

a) t’lssslessBosons (Light)

Light is ● ●assless, spin 1 (self-conjugate)boson. One polarization is

the ●ntiparticle of the oppositely palarized particle. Therefore, if light

behaved abnormally, one polarization would rise in a gravitational field and the

other would fall.

This issue was settled in the ●clipse of 29 tlay1919, which was the eclipse

that performed one of the classical tests of general relativity.
5)

By comparing

field plates without the sun with field plates with the sun, the nearby stars

had

Was

their light deflected by the predicted angle of

Only one deflection occurred, not pairs for opposite polarizations. Light

further tested in the Pound-Rebka experiments.
6)

As light fell in the

Jefferson Physics building tower at Harvard, its frequency changed as

v= Vo[l + gH/c2]

with,an accuracy of [0.9970 t 0.0076]. The correction term did not change sign

for different polarizations.

Light remains the only ~oson, ❑assless or massive, whose gravitational

properties have been tested.

b) Hassive, Changeless, Fermione (Neutrons]-—

Every time you drop a ball you teat the bulk properties of chargelesr,

femionic matter. But a single fermion is a different case, especially for a

charged femion nince stray ●lectric fields will overwhelm the gravitational

effects on 8

strangths of

parametrized

charted particle. As ● ●xample, note tlmi the ratio oi the

the gravitational force to ●lectric forces on an ●lectron can

by the quantity [meg/e] = 5.6 x 10-11 V/meter.

be



‘%un, it is changeless rieutronswhich provide the ●asiest tsst. The idea
19) 20)

of ?lCReynolfis as updated by Dabbs, et al. was simply to let thernl.—

neutrons cow out of a reactor, be collimated by ● llrt~ crystal, a?sdthan fall

over a path of 180 m. The result20) was that the local gravitational accleracion

on nsutrons is (973.1 A 7.4 Cm/sz). For the antineutrons you have all kimuh of

problems :<rom getting a thermal source to mmihilation effects. Ted Kalogeropoulo8

has thought a great deal about this, and we suggest that interested people

should consult him.

H~wver, more importantly, neutrons have allowed us to see that gravity is a

quantum-mechanicalpotential for massive fermionic fields. This was shown in

7, These peep.- Pthe C.C.W. experiment. le s lit Up a ~eutron beam in an interferometer.

One half of the beam (A) was raised higher than the other (B), transversing a

higher gravitational potential. Meanwhile, the other half (B) travelled horizontally

in the ~c~er potential and then was raised to interfere with beam A. (The paths

of the two beams formed a parallelogram.) As the plane of the parallelogram was

rotated, the fringes of ~he interfering beams changed. This meant that gravity

affected the tvo quantum-mechanicalwaves in the two paths as expected.

Therefore, even though we do not have a quantum theory of gravity, we have

g semi-classical theory of gravity. The et”fectof gravity appears as a classical

potential which affects the quantum-mechanicalparticles (neutrons). ‘J’hisis

analogous to the old semi-classical theory of radiation, where the classical

electromagnetic field affected the quantum-mechnicalparticles (electrons and

protons).

c) Charged Fermion (Electrons)

The only successful measurementof gravity on charged particles was the
8)

experiment of Witteborn and Fairbank on electrons. This experiment was

delightfully simple in concept, although excruciatingly difficult in

implementation. Simply stated, low energy electrons were sent up a shielded

drift-tube (Fig. 3) to see if they “alowed down.”

But even the “slowing down” was difficult to understand. Schiff and

BarnhL1121) had observed that because electrons in a metal should sag under

gravit’r,this sagging would produce a net electric field canceling the

gravitational field felt by the drifting electrons. Thus, ●lectrons should

travel up witk,outulowing down. Indeed, the measured force on the electron was

0.09 q, i.e., a 10% experiment.



In general,

particle of mass

%ff
=$J[l

the ●ffective gravitational constant in this situation for a

H ●nd charge Q should be

Thus, for a positron the measured ccnstant would be

was made by Wittebom and Fairbank to measure this,

2g! As stated, an attempt

but a sufficiently low

●nergy source of positrons was not available. Note, however, that bectiuseof

the mall maas ratio Se/m(~), the predicted effect on antiprotons of the

Schiff-Ba~ill ●ffect would be negligible, and could be calibrated with protons

●nd negative hydrogen ions.

VII. THE PROPOSAL TO KEASURE THE GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION 0;4ANTTPROTONS

Because of al this, we
10)

proposed a “theorists’ experiment” to measure

the gravitational acceleration on antiprotons. The idea was ~imple: extract

low energy antiprotons from LEAR, decelerate them, and then send them up a drift

tube.

Well, now our coll~agues have turned the idea into an “experimentalists’

experiment”. In addition to the Los Alamos proposal which is being outlined at

this workshop by Billen and Hynes, there are t-heideas of Gaztaicii21Ni of

Torslli (who incidently desemes ❑uch credit for havicg thought about these

types of ideas for so long).

The comparison of the gravitational acceleration of antiprotons and protons

is in princj,;lethe best and clearest experimental test for antimatter. It has

no real theoret~cal bias.—

An experiment to measure g(~) would be a classicl An experiment accurate

to 10-2 or 10-3 would be ●ven more significant since violations of great

principles seem to appear in this way,

This mpe~i.ment would be one for the textbooks! It wo~id be like the

Eotv6s-Dicke experiment, the Pound-F!ebka●xperiment, the experiments to ❑easure

rotation of 4x, the C.O.W. experiment, the Aspect experiments on Bell’s

inequalities. All

they were all su~h

underatandina that

text books.

the ●bove ●xperiments got exactly the expected results. Yet

beautiful and clear verifications of our physical

they rre classics. They are ●xperiments that go ~.ntothe



Our question is “TO that list will there be ●dded the LEAR axperimnt wMA

measured g(~)?” A- theorists we can onlv may we hope the answer is, qes.w Us

hope that the LEAR comunity will be convinced LO do this ●xper-t ad, of

course, we hope that Los Alamos will be able to play a part in such ●n

experiment.

Thank you very much.

1. Daniel 2. Freedman
Unification of the
126-143.
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